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System can be integrated with 

outmost rail thus you can control 

sunlight or insects entering inside. 

Curtain – Shutter – 
FlyScreen Integration

3 Different Types of Glass

thicknesses which are 4+12+4 heat 

insulated, 8 mm and 10 mm can be 

used in the system. The choice of the 

glass thickness depends on the level 

of isolation or the characteristics of 

the application place.

SlideMaster uses Albert Ge-

nau’s native design Speed- HD 

wheels which are patented, sta-

inless bearing, adjustable height, 

and absorbs shockes. All the 

panels move comfortably with the 

minimum noise and friction.

Unstoppable Movement

In order to increase the isola-
tion to a top level, isolation brus-
hes are used in between the rail 
panel working slots, wall connec-
tions and the side profiles of the 
glass panels. 

3D Insulation

System allows a panoramic 

view due to its 1.5m wide side 

panels. These panels can be 

closed / opened comfortably 

with the help of advanced 

wheel parts.

Maximum Panoramic 
View

Based on the features  used for 

heat insulated glass, the heat insula-

ted version of the SlideMaster pro-

vides 4.3 times more isolation than 

a single glass. You will experience 

cooler summers and warmer winters.

Based on its special designed 

side panels, the system allows insi-

de-outside cleaning of the windows 

as all panels can be located sepera-

tely when desired.

Four Times Isolation 

Easy Cleaning 
Inside&Outside  

The panel side profile, developed 
specifically for L and U shaped places, 
provides  trouble- free use. The balco-
nies can be completely opened without 
the usage of any fixed corner side 
profiles.  At the same time maximum 
panoramic view can be received through 
the minimal design mid-junction profiles. 

No barriers at the 
corners
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The bearing and hardware 
parts of SlideMaster has been un-
der the guarantee of Albert Genau 
as it is for all AG products.

Stainless Hardware System

The rail based profile which  is 
integrated to the system, works as 
water drainage system at the inte-
rior- bottom part at the same time 
works as duct on the outer-upper 
part. So the system receives the least 
amount of water. The amount of wa-
ter that possibly would enter will be 
collected in water discharge unit and 
drained by discharge holes. 

Special Water Drainage 
and Duct System

SlideMaster system was deve-
loped considering both decorative 
aspect and functionality. Upon 
request, the system can be dyed 
in secial gilded, dirt-free ESPC 
paint 

Soft Touch- 
Dirt Free Surface

You can choose 

among the variations of 

lock system since it is a 

SlideMaster feature to 

design your safety need.  

Safety Lock 
System Options 
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SlideMaster 

reasons

The special design of SlideMas-
ter allows the increase of the cus-
tomized rail application from 1+1 to 
a unlimited posibilities. Due to the 
application possibility of unlimited 

of covering a range of minimum to 
maximum size, can be reached.  

Endless Rail 
System

Soft
Touch

1,50 cm

for

SlideMaster

SlideMaster could be used on 

a low-base or high-base threshold. 

solutions applicable to restaurants, 

cafes, winter gardens or balconies.

Operation on low-base or 
high-base threshold

NEW GENERATION SLIDING SYSTEM



SlideMaster

Slide master consists of the standart four rails 
designed by Albert Genau. Each glass panel 
moves on its own rail. Each panel would lock 
and pull each other when sliding the firstly 
exposed panel inwardly onwards the closing 
direction. Reaching the end point the panel 
you have pulled will lock itself smoothly.  Just 
as simple, the system could be easliy opened 
partially or fully by applying a soft drive force 
backwards. 

NEW GENERATION SLIDING SYSTEM

How does it work?

Types of Usage
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O: Opened
C: Closed

Intersecting connection
Single direction

Double direction
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5 continents and 
32 di�erent countries.
 
"Jamar Malta, presents its double glazed 
balcony system Tiara, on 1 15 manufacturer 
dealers in Turkey and 32 manufacturer 
dealers all around the world to end-users. 

P� Certificate 

Tiara Twin is tested PFB German 
Technical Institute and achieved high 
level test results on Air, Water, Wind 
permeability and Impact tests.  

Innovation Award 

Jamar has innovation award due to its 
patent and innovator company 
mentality for "Heat Insulated Balcony 
Glazing Systems 

Innovation Award 

Anatolian Brand Award 
Capital and Ekonomist magazine 
awarded Jamar at its own category at 
Anatolian Brand competition.  


